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ABSTRACT
Spot instances offered by major cloud vendors allow users to use
cloud instances cost-effectively but with the risk of sudden instance
interruption. To enable efficient use of spot instances by users, cloud
vendors provide various datasets that reflect the current status of
spot instance services, such as savings ratio, interrupt ratio, and
instant availability. However, this information is scattered, and they
require distinct access mechanisms and pose query constraints.
Hence, ordinary users find it difficult to use the dataset to optimize
spot instance usage. To resolve this issue, we propose a multi-
cloud spot instance dataset service that is publicly available. This
will help cloud users and system researchers to use spot instances
from multiple cloud vendors to build a cost-efficient and reliable
environment expediting cloud system research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing allows for the flexible use of compute resources
through an elastic on-demand billing model. Among the various
cloud instance price models, spot instance provides significant cost
savings of up to 90% from the on-demand price but carries a risk
of unexpected server termination. A public cloud service vendor
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internally decides the cost savings from spot instances and the
server interruption events, while reflecting the surplus computing
resources needed to run cloud instances.

Public cloud vendors provide various datasets that present cost
savings when using spot instances, such as the spot instance inter-
ruption event ratio over the prior period and instant information
on spot instance availability, to enable cost-efficient and reliable
spot instance usages. This information is crucial for optimizing
spot instance usage for various workloads [7]. However, accessing
various spot datasets is challenging because different cloud vendors
provide their own information in distinct locations using different
access mediums, such as programmatic access or a web interface.
In addition, some datasets impose query restrictions, making it fur-
ther difficult to access the entire dataset [8]. Moreover, most spot
datasets offer only the latest information, and a lack of historical
information prohibits thorough analysis and dataset modeling [2].

A prior work [8] tried to solve this problem by proposing a spot
instance dataset archive service. However, it provides the infor-
mation only for Amazon Web Service (AWS), and it lacks support
for multiple cloud vendors which limits the resource optimization
opportunity. To deal with this issue, we develop a web-based spot
instance dataset service which covers major cloud vendors, AWS,
Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). This allows
users to compare easily the spot instances to build an optimal multi-
cloud environment. Our proposed dataset service also provides
access to historical spot instance datasets, allowing users to model
the statistical characteristics of the datasets to enhance spot in-
stance usage. In this study, we compare the characteristics of spot
instances from AWS, Azure, and GCP using various spot datasets.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to compare
spot instances from major cloud vendors. We believe that our pub-
licly available dataset service will allow researchers to conduct
further analysis and obtain research outcomes related to building
cost-efficient cloud environments.

2 SPOT INSTANCES AND DATASET
The elasticity of using computing resources is an important factor
contributing to the success of cloud computing. Cloud vendors
should always have significant amounts of computing resources
available to ensure that users can easily access these resources
at any time. However, this can result in low server utilization as
the required computing power changes, especially with a diur-
nal or weekday usage patterns [6]. To reduce resource wastage
and improve resource utilization, public cloud vendors, such as
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AWS, Azure, and GCP, offer excess computing resources at a lower
cost, which are known as spot instances. One disadvantage of using
spot instances is unexpected instance termination, which occurs
when surplus computing resources decrease as regular on-demand
instance usage increases. Therefore, cloud vendors publicly offer
diverse information to help users estimate the cost savings and the
possibility of instance interruption when using spot instances.

2.1 Spot Price and Savings Ratio
The spot price dataset provides timely price information that is
dynamic in nature, indicating surplus instances. Users can eas-
ily calculate the cost savings ratio by dividing the spot price by
the on-demand instance price. When AWS first introduced spot
instances, it adopted a uniform price and sealed bidding mecha-
nism [1] where users pay the same spot price regardless of bidding
price without knowing other users’ bidding price. In the bidding
mechanism, instance interruption generally occurs when the spot
price, determined by the service provider, becomes higher than the
bidding price set by a user. To help users expect the interruption
events due to the low bidding price, AWS provided timely spot
price information which was updated frequently. By using the spot
price dataset, many research, including statistical analysis of price
change [1], and proposal for an optimal bidding heuristic with the
price suggestion [2, 9], has been conducted.

The spot instances provided by the Azure adopts a similar bid-
ding mechanism to the AWS with spot price dataset. The Azure
spot price dataset is not updated as frequently as that of the AWS,
and users cannot estimate the out-bidding interruption events from
the spot price dataset. GCP adopted a slightly different operation
mechanism, and a user does not have to specify the bidding price,
and instance interruption events might occur depending on the
resource availability. GCP provides a spot price dataset, but it does
not provide any indication of instance interruption events.

The spot price datasets provided by the AWS were updated fre-
quently while reflecting the out-of-bid interruption events com-
pared to the Azure and the GCP. However, in 2017, the spot price
policy of the AWS changed in a direction similar to that of the
Azure and GCP [4]. This change led to less frequent updates of
the spot price, resulting in more stability [5]. The new-spot-price
dataset does not uncover sudden spot price surging and does not
allow users to estimate the instance interruption events from the
spot price dataset.

In summary, all three major public cloud vendors provide spot
price datasets to help users understand cost savings. However, the
spot price information provided by these vendors does not allow
users to estimate the possibility of spot instance interruption events.

2.2 Historical Interruption Ratio
The spot price datasets no longer represent instance interruption
events. Thus, vendors provide interruption ratio datasets to help
users estimate the possibility of interruption. AWS provides the
spot instance interruption rate in the past month through its Spot
Instance Advisor service. Azure provides the eviction rates for the
last 28 days through its Azure Resource Graph service. For both
these services, the ratio is categorized into five classes: less than
5%, between 5% and 10%, between 10% and 15%, between 15% and

20%, and more than 20%. In contrast, GCP does not provide the spot
instance interruption frequency datasets.

2.3 Instant Availability Information
It should be noted that neither the spot price nor the interruption
ratio datasets reflect the timely spot instance availability at the
time of the spot instance request. Thus, AWS provides the Spot
Placement Score (SPS) to help users calculate the likelihood of a
spot request’s success before launching instances. The score is pro-
vided as a numeric value ranging from 1 to 10, where a higher
score implies a higher probability for spot request success. Never-
theless, the internal operation mechanism has not been publicly
announced. Lee et. al. [8] thoroughly analyzed the behavior of the
SPS operations and concluded that SPS is better at representing
timely spot instance availability than the spot instance price and
interruption ratio datasets. However, Azure and GCP do not provide
instantaneous spot instance availability information.

2.4 Challenges of Accessing Various Datasets
Users can use the aforementioned various spot instance datasets
to build a cost-efficient and reliable cloud environment. However,
challenges in accessing the dataset include difficulty in accessing
various datasets and the fact that they are offered at distinct places.
The interruption frequency and spot availability datasets were
recently announced, but little is known about them compared to
the spot price datasets, which received remarkable interest from
spot instance users and research communities.

The dataset access mechanism is not identical across various
datasets, and some datasets do not support programmatic access and
also imposes a few restrictions that hinder data accessibility. The
spot price of the GCP and the interruption frequency of the AWS
are officially offered through a webpage without any programmatic
access support. The availability of datasets provided by the AWS
imposes a few query restrictions that prohibit extensive dataset
investigations [8].

Access to historical spot instance prices of the AWS allow the
users to enhance their spot instance usages [7]. However, no histor-
ical datasets of spot instances are offered by cloud vendors, other
than the spot price dataset provided by the AWS. To overcome this
issue, Lee et. al. [8] built a system to provide historical datasets of
interruption ratio and timely availability information for the AWS,
but it still lacks the historical datasets by the Azure and GCP.

3 DATA SERVICE ARCHITECTURE AND
IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the proposed spot instance dataset web service1
adopting a serverless architecture as shown in Figure 1. The imple-
mented service collects various spot instance datasets from AWS,
Azure, and GCP. The data change frequency is different for vendors
(Figure 3), and we use either AWS Lambda or an EC2 server to mini-
mize data collection cost. In the case of frequently updated datasets,
we collect the dataset every 10 minutes using cron a job in a server.
In the case of rarely updated datasets, we use the AWS Lambda,
which is invoked every hour. The dataset collection is conducted

1https://spotlake.ddps.cloud
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Figure 1: The architecture of data collector implementation
using serverless computing

using an AWS boto3 library, a REST API, or a custom implemented
crawler. The collected dataset is stored in a time-series database.
The landing HTML web-page is served through an object storage
service, Amazon S3. The spot instance datasets and query results
are updated dynamically after the initial page loading, and they are
served asynchronously using AJAX library.

4 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF DATASETS
The various datasets from multiple cloud vendors enable compre-
hensive spot instance analysis and comparisons. In this section, we
compare the spot instance datasets provided by multiple vendors.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to compare
thoroughly public spot instance datasets offered by multiple major
cloud vendors, including AWS, Azure, and GCP.

First, we compare the characteristics of spot instance datasets in
Figure 2. All of AWS, Azure, and GCP provide spot instance price
and on-demand instance price. AWS, Azure, and GCP provide spot
instance prices and on-demand instance prices. We calculate the
spot instance cost savings using the dataset and present the result
in Figure 2a using a dataset ranging from September 15, 2022 to
January 5, 2023 per an instance category which is shown in the
horizontal axis. Multiple instance types exist in distinct regions in
each category, and many savings ratio values are presented using a
box plot. The median value is marked with a red line in the middle
of the box. We show the values of AWS (upper left diagonal pattern),
Azure (dotted pattern), and GCP (upper right diagonal pattern) in
each category, from left to right. As shown in the figure, irrespective
of the category, Azure showed the most savings, while AWS showed
the least savings. We expected instance types with a lower cost
savings in the accelerated computing due to the popularity of deep
learning and specialized hardware usage [7], but the actual cost
savings produced using accelerated computing devices do not show
any noticeable difference with other instances.

Figure 2b shows the score distribution for interruption ratio
datasets provided by the AWS and Azure using a violin plot format.
The vertical axis indicates the interruption ratio as a score ranging
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Figure 2: Value distribution of spot instance datasets from
multiple vendors

from 1.0 to 3.0. Both vendors provide the interruption ratio of earlier
periods in the range of less than 5%, 5%-10%, 10%-15%, 15%-20%, and
more than 20%, and we match the interruption ratio category to
the score of 3.0 to 1.0 with a step of 0.5. Therefore, a higher score
implies a more stable spot instance behavior. For each category type
presented in the horizontal axis, the upper left diagonal pattern
plot on the left presents the interruption ratio score of the AWS,
and the dotted pattern on the right presents that of the Azure. As
shown in Figure 2b, Azure exhibited a higher interruption ratio
score than the AWS across all instance categories. On the average,
the interrupt ratio score of AWS is 2.2, and that of Azure is 2.7.
The interruption ratio scores of Accelerated Computing show a low
scores and display different pattern from other categories, implying
a higher degree of instance interruption in the category. Based
on our analysis of the spot price savings ratios in Figure 2a, the
accelerated computing instances were similar to those of other
categories. This observation concurs with the recent findings that
the spot price cannot be considered as a valid source of information
to expect spot instance interruption events [3].

Figure 3 presents the change frequency of spot instance datasets.
This change frequency can indicate the timeliness of the provided
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Figure 3: The ratio of datasets that have been changed during the observation period

information. Figure 3a presents the spot instance savings value
updated ratio of AWS (solid line), Azure (dashed line with round
markers), and GCP (dash-dotted line with square markers). The data
collection dates are presented along the horizontal axis, while the
percentages of instance types that have value change events in each
timestamp are presented along the vertical axis. In each observation
point in the horizontal axis, we compare an integer saving ratio
after rounding with the value in the previous observation point
and counting the number of changed cases to calculate the ratio on
the vertical axis. As shown in Figure 3, the spot savings of the AWS
changes quite regularly across the observation point. The savings
of Azure and GCP change rather abruptly compared to those of
the AWS. For instance, Azure shows two major spot price changes
on Nov. 1, 2022 and Jan. 1, 2023, where over 50% of instances have
changed their spot price at once. This observation indicates that
users should be more alert about the instant spot price of the AWS
as it changes frequently compared to others.

Figure 3b shows the interruption ratio dataset change percentage
of the AWS and Azure. We started to collect the Azure interrup-
tion ratio dataset from Nov. 1st. 2022 which is the starting date
in the horizontal axis. The vertical axis shows the percentage of
instance types that have different interruption ratios compared
to the previous timestamp. In the observation period, about 2%
of the Azure instances showed regular interruption ratio changes.
AWS instances show a rather irregular interruption ratio for dataset
change events. On Dec. 1, 2022, it shows no dataset changes over
a week and thereafter shows a high change ratio. Figure 3c shows
the percentage of changes of instant availability dataset provided
by the AWS only. We observe a more regular update pattern than
the interruption ratio datasets of the AWS, with an occasionally
high number of availability score updates.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented a publicly available spot instance dataset service that
provides diverse information from AWS, Azure, and GCP in a single
place. The developed system solved many technical challenges
encountered during dataset collection, storage, and serving. We
believe this service can be used for further analysis and researches
in the domain of optimizing the cost efficiency and reliability of
using cloud spot instances.

The proposed initial work has scope for improvement. We are
working on building a model to predict instance interruptions using

historical spot instance datasets. It is challenging to choose proper
instance types for a cost and performance optimal environment in
a multi-cloud due to the large search space. Thus, we are currently
working on an algorithm for spot instance recommendation across
multiple cloud vendors using the proposed dataset.
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